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a b s t r a c t

Nowadays, integration of new devices like Distributed Generation, small energy storage and smart meter,
to distribution networks introduced new challenges that require more sophisticated control strategies.
This paper proposes a new technique called Optimal Coordinated Voltage Control (OCVC) to solve a
multi-objective optimization problem with the objective to minimize the voltage error at pilot buses,
the reactive power deviation and the voltage error at the generators. OCVC uses Pareto optimization to
find the optimal values of voltage of the generators and OLTC. It proposes an optimal participation of
reactive power of all devices available in the network.
OCVC is compared with the classical method of Coordinated Voltage Control and is tested on the IEEE

13 and 34 Node test feeders with unbalanced load. Some disturbances are investigated and the results
show the effectiveness of the proposed technique.

� 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

Introduction

The climate changes and the new technologies have led to
major changes in electricity generation and consumption patterns.
The equipment connected to the distribution network is becoming
more diversified including renewable energy that is known as Dis-
tributed Generation (DG), small energy storage, and smart meter. It
consequently requires more advanced algorithms for voltage and
VAR control.

The DGs may trigger variation of voltage and change the direc-
tion of power flow in the distribution network. The voltage rise
depends on the amount of active and reactive power injected by
the DGs. Some researches [1–3] have studied the impact on the
voltage, the reduction of losses, and the determination the opti-
mum size and location of the DGs. Also, improper DG size and
inappropriate location may cause high power loss and problems
in the voltage profile [3–5].

Other researches [6,7] represent the variation voltage in each
control area by the variations at some selected buses called ‘‘pilot
buses”. Then, the aim is to keep the voltages at pilot buses within a
fixed range around set point values.

On the other hand, it is common to use the on-load tap changer
(OLTC) and switch shunt capacitors to control voltage in dis-
tributed network [8]. In some networks, these devices are operated
locally without wide coordination with the others. In [9,10], the
authors presents an approach using the DGs and OLTCs for voltage
regulation and losses reduction.

Coordinated Voltage Control (CVC) in distribution network
adjusts the voltage in pilot buses. CVC uses the multi-objective
(MO) function to minimize the voltage variation at the pilot buses
[10]. CVC in distribution networks adjusts the voltage on pilot
buses located in the controlled area. To do so, it minimizes the
MO optimization problem using a deterministic method. So, the
problem to solve is to minimize the following objectives [9,10]:
Objective 1: voltage deviation at pilot buses; Objective 2: reactive
power production ratio deviation; and Objective 3: generators
voltage deviation (OLTC + DGs).

In [11], the authors have made a comparison in distribution net-
works, between uncoordinated and coordinated voltage control,
without and with DGs involved in the voltage control. The result
indicates that using DG in the voltage control will reduce the
losses, the number of OLTC operations and will decrease the
voltage fluctuation in distribution network.

The authors in [10,12,13] solve the MO function converting the
objectives into a single objective (SO) function; in this case, the
objective is to find the solution that minimizes the single objective.
The optimization solution results in a single value that represents a
compromise among all the objectives.
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Previous researches adequately solved the problem of MO func-
tion using DG in distribution network. There is no research that is
able to adequately coordinate the different areas of the distribution
network and focus on the benefits that a better use of reactive
power of DG can provide to the distribution systems with unbal-
anced load.

To overcome the problem cited above, this paper proposes a
new technique called Optimal Coordinated Voltage Control
(OCVC). OCVC is capable of coordinating different areas of the dis-
tribution network including all sources of active and reactive
power present in the distribution network. OCVC uses Pareto opti-
mization to solve all the different objectives of the Multi-Objective
function separately and finds the optimal values so that the net-
work gets lower losses. OCVC will also have a good performance
with various disturbances that occur in the distribution network.

The original contributions of this paper are described as
follows:

(a) Disturbances in distribution network are investigated.
(b) Optimal participation of reactive power of a DG at unbal-

anced distribution network.
(c) The minimization of the losses.
(d) The objectives of the MO function are resolved separately.

This paper is organized as follows. Section ‘Coordinated voltage
control in distribution network’ presents the coordinated voltage
control in distribution network. The Pareto Multi-Objective opti-
mization is explained in Section ‘Pareto optimization’. The pro-
posed approach on Optimal Coordinated Voltage Control is
explained in Section ‘Optimal Coordinated Voltage Control’. Sec-
tion ‘Case study’ presents a case study and some results using
the proposed approach. Finally, a conclusion is given in
Section ‘Conclusions’.

Coordinated voltage control in distribution network

Nowadays, a hierarchical voltage regulation strategy with three
levels has been developed by some electric utilities to prevent volt-
age deterioration and to allow a better use of existing reactive
power resources. Each level acts with a different time constant:
Primary voltage control (PVC) is locally performed by automatic
voltage regulators (AVR), secondary voltage control (SVC) makes
reactive power production–consumption balance and tertiary volt-
age control (TVC) is based on optimization methods taking into
account economical and technical aspects of power system opera-
tion [10].

SVC is an important level for improving power-system voltage
dynamic performance, where voltage deviation at pilot buses is
minimized. This problem can be generalized to integrate voltage
deviation at generators and reactive power generation. In this case,
we talk about Coordinated Voltage Control (CVC) [10].

Problem formulation

The voltage in a distribution network at some selected buses
(pilot buses), the reactive power production and the generator’s
voltage deviation are tied together. Any increase or decrease in
voltage at pilot buses will increase or decrease the reactive power
production and generator voltage respectively. Therefore, this
problem can be formulated as an optimization problem as
explained below:

Voltage at pilot bus
CVC in distribution networks adjust the voltage at pilot buses.

In a mathematical form, the problem can be written as follows:

F1 ¼
X
i2P

ki kðVref
i � ViÞ �

X
k2G

CV
i;k � DVk

" #2
ð1Þ

where P and G are the sets of pilot and generator buses indices;

Vref
i ;Vi and DVk are set-point voltage, actual voltage and voltage

deviation at bus i, i.e. the difference of voltage values between
two computing steps; CV

i;k is the sensitivity matrix coefficient linking
the voltage variation at bus i and bus k respectively; ki and k are
weighting factor and regulator gain respectively.

Reactive power production
The second objective is the reactive power production ratio

deviation. In OCVC, it represents the management of the reactive
power of DG in the regulated area. This objective is modelled as
follows:

F2 ¼
X
i2G

kqi k qref � Qi

QMAX
i

 !
�
X
k2G

CQ
i;k � DVk

" #2
ð2Þ

where G is the set of generator buses indices; Qi and QMAX
i are

actual and maximum reactive power generations at bus i;

qref ¼Pi2GQi=
P

i2GQ
MAX
i is the uniform set-point reactive power

value within the regulated area; CQ
i;k is sensitivity matrix coefficients

linking respectively voltage variation at bus i and bus k; kqi and k are
weighting factor and regulator gain respectively.

Voltage at generators
CVC in distribution networks adjust the voltage at the genera-

tors. The mathematical model for the third objective is as follows:

F3 ¼
X
i2G

kvi ½kðVref
i � ViÞ � DVi�

2 ð3Þ

where G is the set of generator buses indices; Vref
i ;Vi and DVi are

the set-point voltage, actual voltage and voltage deviation respec-
tively at the bus i, i.e. the difference of voltage values between
two computing steps; kvi and k are weighting factor and regulator
gain respectively.

Optimization constraints

The constraints above considered the technical and economic
issue of the distribution network. The voltage limits, voltage drop,
reactive power and the weights are the main constraints
[10,14,15].

Voltage constraints
The constraints of voltage on the pilot and generator buses are

used to determine the safe operation values. In distribution net-
works an acceptable steady voltage range is considered within
±5% of the operating voltage at DG [16].

Vi 2 ½Vmin
i ;VMAX

i � for i 2 P [ G

jDVij 6 DVMAX
i for i 2 G

ð4Þ

Reactive power constraint
In this work, the control and efficient management of the reac-

tive power are the main objectives. Therefore, the control of the
production of the reactive power of the DG is very important. In
[1] an acceptable power factor for the DG is of ±0.91.

qref ¼
X
i2G

Qi

X
i2G

,
QMAX

i ð5Þ

where jQij 6 QMAX
i
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